Consultation Questions:
Question 1: Do you agree with the proposed above definitions in Article 1? if not
please provide your justify and provide your proposal?

Question 2: Do you think that there are other definitions that should be added to
Article 1 that the Authority missed to mention? If yes, please mention them?

Question 3: Do you agree with proposed provisions in Article 2? Please justify your
views.

Question 4: Do you agree with proposed provisions in Article 3? Please justify your
views and if you have proposal to handle any expected challenges, please mention it.

Question 5: What can be the challenges to comply with the above provision in Article
4? And what are your proposed solutions.
Remark: Point No. 4 in Article 4 includes employees who deal with customers at
Licensees’ outlets and SIM card distributors.

Question 6: Do you recommend to add other tasks in this list of Article 4 that can be
limited to Omani cadres only?

Question 7: Referring to Article 5 In case you have acceptable training programs for
your staffs that are not subject to Ministry of Labor approval, kindly describe it.

Question 8: Do you suggest an edit/addition to this Article 5?

Question 9: Do you see the requirements in Article 6 are sufficient in regards to
perform the works in professional way? Do you have other or different suggestions?

Question 10: Do you agree with the proposed duration for the authorization as
mention in Article 9? If not, please justify and provide a proposal.

Question 11: The above proposed condition in Article 10 shall support Omani
graduates to get decent jobs in different professions in the authorized entity. Do you
agree with the proposed structure for Omanisation on the different classes? If not,
please justify and provide a proposal.

Question 12: Do you have any observations on the above proposed legal measures in
Articles 11 and 12? If you have other suggestion, please provide it.

Question 13: Do you think the proposed fees as in Article 13 are appropriate? If not
please provide your justified point of view?

Question 14: Are there any comments you would like to raise to the TRA that were
not addressed in above questions or on the proposed regulation? If so, kindly
elaborate on each point you provide.

